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Get your students workplace-ready with SAM, the premier proficiency-based assessment and

training solution for Microsoft Office and Computer Concepts! SAM's active, hands-on environment

helps students master computer skills and concepts that are essential to academic and career

success. Skill-based assessments, interactive trainings, and comprehensive remediation engage

students in mastering the latest Microsoft Office programs on their own, allowing instructors to

spend class time teaching. SAM's efficient course setup and robust grading features provide faculty

with consistency across sections.
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This is the correct code. but I am really sick of this practice publishers are pulling off. I can't even

buy a used book without shelling out another 100 as a publisher tax.My instructor used this code for

5 quizzes... If i had known this at the begging of the semester I would have not bought it. It feels like

he is forced to use this online thing to make the publishers happy.At the end of the day if I didn't pay

100 bucks for this it would have been impossible for me to get an A... So publishers are holding my

grades hostage. BS.

The product worked as intended, but I do not understand why it cost +$70 for what was essentially a

code to access my grades and upload homework and projects, something my college already gives

to all teachers for free to the students.



I bought the SAM access code for my CMPTR class that requires this code for homework and

projects. This is by far the most inexpensive option I had since I already own the textbook without

the code. Real good buy and money saver for me.

You're buying a passcode to access a site for a course. The site itself worked well, and I have no

complaints about that. However, the price charged is ridiculous. But that's standard for textbooks,

etc.

I give this purchase four stars simply for the money it saved me.This was a requirement for a

college class I am taking and the college bookstore was charging double the price I purchased it

here for.It arrived earlier than expected.Easy to sign in and work through, The system is set up in an

ideal way, that you watch what to do, then perform the task with directions, and finally, do the task

yourself, so comprehending the material is almost fool proof. However, anybody using this to learn

from with any knowledge of computers will find it too simplistic. The material does eventually go

further in depth, but consumes a lot of time getting there.

The access card was shipped very quickly, and I got it just before the semester started.

Unfortunately, this wasn't everything I needed. My school sold a combo pack for slightly more so I

had to return this card. Fast and easy.

i bought it because it was required for class, however i found the program to be very unintuitive and

makes mistakes. for one of our xams with this program the professor had to bump everyones

grades a bunch because of an issue with the program.

I bought this product only because my professor required it! Its not something that I would

personally purchase to learn the microsoft products. It can be very slow at times and its quite

frustrating.
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